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Abstract. The generalization capability of neural networks across domains is crucial for real-world applications. We argue that a generalized object recognition system should well understand the relationships
among different images and also the images themselves at the same time.
To this end, we present a new domain generalization framework (called
EISNet) that learns how to generalize across domains simultaneously
from extrinsic relationship supervision and intrinsic self-supervision for
images from multi-source domains. To be specific, we formulate our
framework with feature embedding using a multi-task learning paradigm.
Besides conducting the common supervised recognition task, we seamlessly integrate a momentum metric learning task and a self-supervised
auxiliary task to collectively integrate the extrinsic and intrinsic supervisions. Also, we develop an effective momentum metric learning scheme
with the K-hard negative mining to boost the network generalization
ability. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on two standard object recognition benchmarks VLCS and PACS, and show that
our EISNet achieves state-of-the-art performance.
Keywords: Domain generalization, unsupervised learning, metric learning, self-supervision
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Introduction

The rise of deep neural networks has achieved promising results in various computer vision tasks. Most of these achievements are based on supervised learning,
which assumes that the models are trained and tested on the samples drawn
from the same distribution or domain. However, in many real-world scenarios,
?
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the training and test samples are often acquired under different criteria. Therefore, the trained network may perform poorly on “unseen” test data with domain discrepancy from the training data. To address this limitation, researchers
have studied how to alleviate the performance degradation of a trained network
among different domains. For instance, by utilizing labeled (or unlabeled) target domain samples, various domain adaptation methods have been proposed
to minimize the domain discrepancy by aligning the source and target domain
distributions [11, 18, 23, 35, 41, 42].
Although these domain adaptation methods can achieve better performance
on the target domain, there exists an indispensable demand to pre-collect and
access target domain data during the network training. Moreover, it needs to
re-train the network to adapt to every new target domain. However, in realworld applications, it is often the case that adequate target domain data is not
available during the training process [28, 49]. For example, it is difficult for an
automated driving system to know which domain (e.g., city, weather) the selfdriving car will be used. Therefore, it has a broad interest in studying how to
learn a generalizable network that can be directly applied to new “unseen” target
domains. Recently, the community develops domain generalization methods to
improve the model generalization ability on unseen target domains by utilizing
the multiple source domains.
Most existing domain generalization methods attempt to extract the shared
domain-invariant semantic features among multiple source domains [8,26–28,31].
For example, Li et al. [28] extend an adversarial auto-encoder by imposing the
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) measure to align the distributions among
different domains. Since there is no specific prior information from target domains during the training, some works have investigated the effectiveness of
increasing the diversity of the inputs by creating synthetic samples to improve
the generalization ability of networks [49, 50]. For instance, Yue et al. [49] propose a domain randomization method with Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) to learn a model with high generalizability. Meta-learning has also been
introduced to address the domain generalization problem via an episodic training [8, 27]. Very recently, Carlucci et al. [2] introduce a self-supervision task by
predicting relative positions of image patches to constrain the semantic feature
learning for domain generalization. This shows that the self-supervised task can
discover invariance in images with different patch orders and thus improve the
network generalization. Such self-supervision task only considers the regularization within images but does not explore the valuable relationship among images
across different domains to further enhance the discriminability and transferability of semantic features.
The generalization of deep neural networks relies crucially on the ability to
learn and adapt knowledge across various domains. We argue that a generalized
object recognition system should well understand the relationships among different objects and the objects themselves at the same time. Particularly, on the one
hand, exploring the relationship among different objects (i.e., extrinsic supervision) guides the network to extract domain-independent yet category-specific
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed EISNet for domain generalization. We train a
feature Encoder f for discriminative and transferable feature extraction and a classifier
for object recognition. Two complementary tasks, a momentum metric learning task
and a self-supervised auxiliary task, are introduced to prompt general feature learning.
We maintain a momentum updated Encoder (MuEncoder) to generate momentum
updated embeddings stored in a large memory bank. Also, we design a K-hard negative
selector to locate the informative hard triplets from the memory bank to calculate the
triplet loss. The auxiliary self-supervised task predicts the order of patches within an
image.

representation, facilitating decision-boundary learning. On the other hand, exploring context or shape constraint within a single image (i.e., intrinsic supervision) introduces necessary regularization for network training, broadening the
network understanding of the object.
To this end, we present a new framework called EISNet that learns how to
generalize across domains by simultaneously incorporating extrinsic supervision
and intrinsic supervision for images from multi-source domains. We formulate
our framework as a multi-task learning paradigm for general feature learning,
as shown in Fig. 1. Besides conducting the common supervised recognition task,
we seamlessly integrate a momentum metric learning task and a self-supervised
auxiliary task into our framework to utilize the extrinsic and intrinsic supervisions, respectively. Specifically, we develop an effective momentum metric learning scheme with the K-hard negative selector to encourage the network to explore
the image relationship and enhance the discriminability learning. The K-hard
negative selector is able to filter the informative hard triplets, while the momentum updated encoder guarantees the consistency of embedded features stored
in the memory bank, which stabilizes the training process. We then introduce a
jigsaw puzzle solving task to learn the spatial relationship of images parts. The
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three kinds of tasks share the same feature encoder and are optimized in an endto-end manner. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on two object
recognition benchmarks. Our EISNet achieves the state-of-the-art performance.

2

Related Work

Domain adaptation and generalization The goal of unsupervised domain
adaptation is to learn a general model with source domain images and unlabeled target domain images, so that the model could perform well on the target
domain. Under such a problem setting, images from the target domain can be
utilized to guide the optimization procedure. The general idea of domain adaption is to align the source domain and target domain distributions in the input
level [3, 19], semantic feature level [9, 34], or output space level [5, 39, 40, 43, 45].
Most methods adopt Generative Adversarial Networks and achieve better performance on the target domain data. However, training domain adaptation models
need to access unlabeled target domain data, making it impractical for some
real-world applications.
Domain generalization is an active research area in recent years. Its goal is to
train a neural network on multiple source domains and produce a trained model
that can be applied directly to unseen target domain. Since there is no specific prior guidance from the target domain during the training procedure, some
domain generalization methods proposed to generate synthetic images derived
from the given multiple source domains to increase the diversity of the input
images, so that the network could learn from a larger data space [49, 50]. Another promising direction is to extract domain-invariant features over multiple
source domains [12, 26–28, 31]. For example, Li et al. [25] developed a low-rank
parameterized CNN model for domain generalization and proposed the domain
generalization benchmark dataset PACS. Motiian et al. [31] presented a unified framework by exploiting the Siamese architecture to learn a discriminative
space. A novel framework based on adversarial autoencoders was presented by
Li et al. [28] to learn a generalized latent feature representation across domains.
Recently, meta-learning-based episodic training was designed to tackle domain
generalization problems [8, 27]. Li et al. [27] developed an episodic training procedure to expose the network to domain shift that characterizes a novel domain
at runtime to improve the robustness of the network. Our work is most related
to [2], which introduced self-supervision signals to regularize the semantic feature
learning. However, besides the self-supervision signals within a single image, we
further exploit the extrinsic relationship among image samples across different
domains to improve the feature compactness.
Metric learning Our work is also related to metric learning, which aims to
learn a metric to minimize the intra-class distances and maximize the interclass variations [14, 46]. With the development of deep learning, distance metric
also benefits the feature embedding learning for better discrimination [17, 44].
Recently, the metric learning strategies have attracted a lot of attention on
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face verification and recognition [36], fine-grained object recognition [44], image
retrieval [48], and so on. Different from previous applications, in this work, we
adopt the conventional triplet loss with more informative negative selection and
momentum feature extraction for domain generalization.
Self-supervision Self-supervision is a recent paradigm for unsupervised learning. The idea is to design annotation-free (i.e., self-supervised) tasks for feature
learning to facilitate the main task learning. Annotation-free tasks can be predictions of the image colors [24], relative locations of patches from the same
image [2, 32], image inpainting [33], and image rotation [13]. Typically, selfsupervised tasks are used as network pre-train to learn general image features.
Recently, it is trained as an auxiliary task to promote the mainstream task by
sharing semantic features [4]. In this paper, we inherit the advantage of selfsupervision to boost the network generalization ability.

3

Method

We aim to learn a model that can perform well on “unseen” target domain
by utilizing multiple source domains. Formally, we consider a set of S source
domains {D1 , ..., Ds }, with the j-th domain Dj having Nj sample-label pairs
Nj
{(xji , yij )}i=1
, where xji is the i-th sample in Dj and yij ∈ {1, 2, ..., C} is the
corresponding label. In this work, we consider the object recognition task and
aim to learn an Encoder fθ : X→ Z mapping an input sample xi into the feature
embedding space fθ (xi ) ∈ Z, where θ denotes the parameters of Encoder fθ . We
assume that Encoder fθ could extract discriminative and transferable features,
so that the task network (e.g., classifier) hψ : Z → RC can be prompted on the
unseen target domain.
The overall framework of the proposed EISNet is illustrated in Fig. 1. We
adopt the classical classification loss, i.e., Cross-Entropy, to minimize the objective Lc (hψ (fθ (x)), y) that measures the difference between the ground truth y
and the network prediction ŷ = hψ (fθ (x)). To avoid performance degradation
on unseen target domain, we introduce two additional complementary supervisions to our framework. One is an extrinsic supervision with momentum metric
learning, and the other is an intrinsic supervision with a self-supervised auxiliary task. The momentum metric learning is employed by a triplet loss with
a K-hard negative selector on the momentum updated embeddings stored in a
large memory bank. We implement a self-supervised auxiliary task by predicting
the order of patches within an image. All these tasks adopt a shared encoder f
and are seamlessly integrated into an end-to-end learning framework. Below, we
introduce the extrinsic supervision and intrinsic self-supervision in detail.
3.1

Extrinsic Supervision with Momentum Metric Learning

For the domain generalization problem, it is necessary to ensure the features
of samples with the same label close to each other, while the features of different class samples being far apart. Otherwise, the predictions on the unseen
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Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of triplet negative sample selectors. We draw a circle
with the anchor (xa ) as the center and the distance between the anchor (xa ) and
positive (xp ) as the radius. We ignore the relaxation margin here and set K as 2 for
illustration. The selected negatives (xn ) are shown with arrows.

target domain may suffer from ambiguous decision boundaries and performance
degradation [8, 20]. This is well aligned with the philosophy of metric learning.
Therefore, we design a momentum metric-learning scheme to encourage the network to learn such domain-independent yet class-specific features by considering
the mutual relation among samples across domains. Specifically, we propose a
novel K-hard negative selector for triple loss to improve the training effectiveness by selecting informative triplets in the memory bank, and a momentum
updated encoder to guarantee the representation consistency among the embeddings stored in the memory bank.
K-hard negative selector for triplet loss The triplet loss is widely used to
learn feature embedding based on the relative similarity of the sampled pairs.
The goal of the original triplet loss is to assign close distance to pairs of similar
samples (i.e., positive pair) and long distance to pairs of dissimilar samples
(i.e., negative pair). For example, we can extract the feature representation vi of
each image xi from multi-source domains with the feature Encoder fθ . Then by
fixing an anchor sample xa , we choose a corresponding positive sample xp with
the same class label as xa , and a random negative sample xn with different class
label from xa to form a triplet T = {(xa , xp , xn )|ya = yp , ya 6= yn }. Accordingly,
the objective of the original triplet loss is formulated as
LT = [d(xa , xp )2 − d(xa , xn )2 + margin]+ ,

(1)

where [·]+ = max(0, ·), d(xi , xj ) represents the distance between the samples,
and the margin is a standard relaxation coefficient. In general, we use the Euclidean distance to measure distances between the embedded features. Then, the
distance between samples xi and xj is defined as
d(xi , xj ) =

q

k vi − vj k 2 =

q

k fθ (xi ) − fθ (xj ) k2 .

(2)
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The negative sample selection process in the original triplet loss is shown
in Fig. 2(a). Since the selected negative sample may already obey the triplet
constraint, the training with the original triplet loss selector may not be efficient.
To avoid useless training, inspired by [36,37], we propose a novel K-hard negative
online selector, which extends the triplet with K negatives that violate the triplet
constraint within a certain of margin. Specifically, given a sampled anchor, we
randomly choose one positive sample with the same class label as the anchor,
and select K hard negative samples xni , i = {1, 2, ..., K} following
T 0 = {(xa , xp , xni )|ya = yp , ya 6= yni , d(xa , xni )2 < d(xa , xp )2 + margin}. (3)
In an extreme case, the number of hard negative samples may be zero, then
we random select negative samples without the distance constraint. Therefore,
the objective of the proposed triple loss with K-hard negative selector can be
represented as
LT 0 =

K
1 X
[d(xa , xp )2 − d(xa , xni )2 + margin]+ .
K i=1

(4)

We illustrate the triplet selection process of semi-hard selector (K = 1) and
K-hard selector (K = 2) in Fig. 2 (b) (c) for a better understanding. Compared
with the original triplet loss, our proposed triple loss equipped with the K-hard
negative selector considers more informative hard negatives for each anchor, thus
facilitating the feature encoder to learn more discriminative features.
Efficient learning with memory bank The way to select informative triplet
pairs has a large influence on the feature embedding. Good features can be
learned from a large sample pool that includes a rich set of negative samples [15].
However, selecting K-hard triplets from the whole sample pool is not efficient.
To increase the diversity of selected triplet pairs while reducing the computation
burden, we maintain memory bank V to store the feature representation vi of
historical samples [47] with a size of m. Instead of calculating the embedded
features of all the images at each iteration, we utilize the stored features to
select the K-hard triplet samples. Note that we also keep the class label yi along
with representation vi in the memory bank to filter the negatives, as shown in
Fig. 1. During the network training, we dynamically update the memory bank
by discarding the oldest items and feeding the new batch of embedded features,
where the memory bank acts as a queue.
Momentum updated encoder With the memory bank, we can improve the
efficiency of triplet sample selection. However, the representation consistency between the current samples and historical samples in the memory bank is reduced
due to the rapidly-changed encoder [15]. Therefore, instead of utilizing the same
feature encoder to extract the representation of current samples and historical
samples, we adopt a new Momentum updated Encoder (MuEncoder) to generate feature representation for the samples in the memory bank. Formally, we
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denote the parameters of Encoder and MuEncoder as θf and θg , respectively.
The Encoder parameter θf is optimized by a back-propagation of the loss function, while the MuEncoder parameter θg is updated as a moving average of
Encoder parameters θf following
θg = δ ∗ θg + (1 − δ) ∗ θf , where δ ∈ [0, 1),

(5)

where δ is a momentum coefficient to control the update degree of MuEncoder.
Since the MuEncoder evolves more smoothly than Encoder, the update of different features in the memory bank is not rapid, thereby easing the triplet loss
update. This is confirmed by the experimental results. In our preliminary experiments, we found that a large momentum coefficient δ by slowly updating θg
could generate better results than rapid updating, which indicates that a slow
update of MuEncoder is able to guarantee the representation consistency.
3.2

Intrinsic Supervision with Self-supervised Auxiliary Task

To broaden the network understanding of the data, we propose to utilize the
intrinsic supervision within a single image to impose a regularization into the
feature embedding by adding auxiliary self-supervised tasks on all the source
domain images. A similar idea has been adopted in domain adaptation and
Generative Adversarial Networks training [4, 38]. The auxiliary self-supervised
task is able to exploit the intrinsic semantic information within a single image
to provide informative feature representations for the main task.
There are plenty of works focusing on designing auxiliary self-supervised
tasks, such as rotation degree prediction and relative location prediction of two
patches in one image [7, 13, 21]. Here, we employ the recently-proposed solving
jigsaw puzzles [2, 32] as our auxiliary task. However, most of the self-supervised
tasks focusing on high-level semantic feature learning can be incorporated into
our framework. Specifically, we first divide an image into nine (3 × 3) patches,
and shuffle these patches within the 30 different combinations following [2]. As
pointed by [2], the model achieves the highest performance when the class number is set as 30 and the order prediction performance decreases when the task
becomes more difficult with more orders. A new auxiliary task branch ha follows
the extracted feature representation fθ to predict the ordering of the patches. A
Cross-Entropy loss is applied to tackle this order classification task:
La = −

N
30
1 XX a
y
∗ log(pai,ca ),
N ∗ 31 i=1 c =0 i,ca

(6)

a

where y a and pa are the ground-truth order and predicted order from the auxiliary task branch, respectively. We use ca = 0 to represent the original images
without patch shuffle, leading to a total of 31 classes.
Overall, we formulate the whole framework as a multi-task learning paradigm.
The total objective function to train the network is represented as
L = α ∗ L c + β ∗ LT 0 + γ ∗ La ,

(7)
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where α, β, and γ are hyper-parameters to balance the weights of the basic
classification supervision, extrinsic relationship supervision, and intrinsic selfsupervision, respectively.

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets

We evaluate our method on two public domain generalization benchmark datasets:
VLCS and PACS. VLCS [10] is a classic domain generalization benchmark
for image classification, which includes five object categories from four domains
(PASCAL VOC 2007, LabelMe, Caltech, and Sun datasets). PACS [25] is a recent domain generalization benchmark for object recognition with larger domain
discrepancy. It consists of seven object categories from four domains (Photo, Art
Paintings, Cartoon, and Sketches datasets) and the domain discrepancy among
different datasets is more severe than VLCS, making it more challenging.
4.2

Network Architecture and Implementation Details

Our framework is flexible and one can use different network backbones as the
feature Encoder. We utilized a fully-connected layer with 31-dimensional output
as the self-supervised auxiliary classification layer following the setting in [2] for a
fair comparison. To enable the momentum metric learning, we further employed
a fully-connected layer with 128 output channels following the Encoder part and
added an L2 normalization layer to normalize the feature representation v of each
sample. The MuEncoder has the same network architecture as the Encoder, and
the weight of MuEncoder was initialized with the same weight as Encoder. We
followed the previous works in the literature [1, 2, 8, 26] and employed the leaveone-domain-out cross-validation strategy to produce the experiment results, i.e.,
we take turns to choose each domain for testing, and train a network model with
the remaining three domains.
We implemented our framework with the PyTorch library on one NVIDIA
TITAN Xp GPU. Our framework was optimized with the SGD optimizer. We
totally trained 100 epochs, and the batch size was 128. The learning rate was set
as 0.001 and decreased to 0.0001 after 80 epochs. We empirically set the margin
of the triplet loss as 2. We also adopted the same on-the-fly data augmentation
as JiGen [2], which includes random cropping, horizontal flipping, and jitter.
4.3

Results on VLCS Dataset

We followed the same experiment setting in previous work [2] to train and evaluate our method. The extrinsic metric learning and intrinsic self-supervised learning was developed upon the “FC7” features of AlexNet [22] pretrained on ImageNet [6]. We set the size of the memory bank as 1024 and the number of
negatives K in the triplet loss Eq. (4) as 256. The hyper-parameters α, β, and
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Table 1. Domain generalization results on VLCS dataset with object recognition
accuracy (%) using AlexNet backbone. The top results are highlighted in bold.
Within D-MTAE CIDDG CCSA DBADG MMD- MLDG Epidomain
[12]
[29]
[31]
[25]
AAE [28] [26] FCR [27]
PASCAL 82.07
63.90
64.38
67.10
69.99
67.70
67.7
67.1
LabelMe 74.32
60.13
63.06
62.10
63.49
62.60
61.3
64.3
Caltech
100.0
89.05
88.83
92.30
93.63
94.40
94.4
94.1
Sun
77.33
61.33
62.10
59.10
61.32
64.40
65.9
65.9
Average 83.43
68.60
69.59
70.15
72.11
72.28
72.3
72.9
Target

JiGen
[2]
70.62
60.90
96.93
64.30
73.19

MASF
[8]
69.14
64.90
94.78
67.64
74.11

EISNet
(Ours)
69.83±0.48
63.49±0.82
97.33±0.36
68.02±0.81
74.67

Table 2. Domain generalization results on PACS dataset with object recognition
accuracy (%) using AlexNet backbone. The top results are highlighted in bold.
Within D-MTAE CIDDG DBADG MLDG Epi- MetaReg JiGen
domain
[12]
[29]
[25]
[26] FCR [27]
[1]
[2]
Photo
97.80
91.12
78.65
89.50
88.00
86.1
91.07
89.00
60.27
62.70
62.86
66.23
64.7
69.82
67.63
Art painting 90.36
Cartoon
93.31
58.65
69.73
66.97
66.88
72.3
70.35
71.71
Sketch
93.88
47.68
64.45
57.51
58.96
65.0
59.26
65.18
Average
93.84
64.48
68.88
69.21
70.01
72.0
72.62
73.38
Target

MASF
[8]
90.68
70.35
72.46
67.33
75.21

EISNet
(Ours)
91.20±0.00
70.38±0.37
71.59±1.32
70.25±1.36
75.86

γ in total objective function Eq. (7) were set as 1, 0.1, and 0.05, respectively.
For our results, we report the average performance and standard deviation over
three independent runs.
We compare our method with other nine previous state-of-the-art methods.
D-MTAE [12] utilized the multi-task auto-encoders to learn robust features
across domains. CIDDG [29] was a conditional invariant adversarial network
that learns the domain-invariant representations under distribution constraints.
CCSA [31] exploited a Siamese network to learn a discriminative embedding
subspace with distribution distances and similarities. DBADG [25] developed a
low-rank parametrized CNN model for domain generalization. MMD-AAE [28]
aligned the distribution through an adversarial auto-encoder by Maximum Mean
Discrepancy. MLDG [26] was a meta-learning method by simulating train/test
domain shift during training. Epi-FCR [27] was an episodic training method.
JiGen [2] solved a jigsaw puzzle auxiliary task based on self-supervision. MASF
[8] employed a meta-learning based strategy with two complementary losses for
encoder regularization. Moreover, we include the Within domain performance
of all the datasets as a comparison to reveal the performance drop due to domain
discrepancy. We trained Within domain using a supervised way with training
and test images from the same domain.
The comparison results with the above methods are shown in Table 1. It is
observed that our EISNet achieves the best performance on both Caltech and
Sun datasets and comparable results on PASCAL VOC and LabelMe datasets.
Overall, EISNet achieves an average accuracy of 74.67% over four domains, outperforming the previous state-of-the-art method MASF [8]. Our method also
outperforms JiGen [2] on three domains and achieves comparable results on the
remaining PASCAL VOC domain, demonstrating that utilizing extrinsic relationship supervision can further improve the network generalization ability.
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Table 3. Domain generalization results on PACS dataset with object recognition
accuracy (%) using ResNet backbones. The top results are highlighted in bold.
Target
Photo
Art painting
Cartoon
Sketch
Average

4.4

ResNet-18
ResNet-50
DeepAll MASF [8] EISNet (Ours) DeepAll MASF [8] EISNet (Ours)
94.25
77.38
75.65
69.64
79.23

94.99
80.29
77.17
71.69
81.04

95.93±0.06
81.89±0.88
76.44±0.31
74.33±1.37
82.15

94.83
81.47
78.61
69.69
81.15

95.01
82.89
80.49
72.29
82.67

97.11±0.40
86.64±1.41
81.53±0.64
78.07±1.43
85.84

Results on PACS Dataset

To show the effectiveness of our framework under different network backbones on
PACS dataset, we evaluate our method with three different backbones: AlexNet,
ResNet-18, and ResNet-50 [16]. The size of memory bank was set as 1024 and K
in the triplet loss Eq. (4) was set as 256. The hyper-parameters in total objective
function Eq. (7) were set as 1, 0.5, and 0.7 for α, β, and γ, respectively. For our
results, we also report the average performance and standard deviation over
three independent runs.
Table 2 summarizes the experimental results developed with AlexNet backbone. We compare our methods with eight other methods that achieved previous best results on this benchmark dataset. MetaReg [1] utilized a novel
classifier regularization in the meta-learning framework. As we can observe from
Table 2, by simultaneously utilizing momentum metric learning and intrinsic
self-supervision for images across different source domains, our method achieves
the best performance on three datasets. Across all domains, our method achieves
an average accuracy of 75.86%, setting a new state-of-the-art performance.
We also compare our method with baseline method (DeepAll) and the stateof-the-art method MASF [8] using ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 backbones in Table 3. In the ResNet-50 experiment, we reduce the batch size to 64 to fit the
limited GPU memory. The DeepAll method is trained with all the source domains without any specific network design. As shown in Table 3, our method
consistently outperforms MASF about 1.11% and 3.17% on average accuracy
with ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 backbone, respectively. This indicates that our
designed framework is very general and can be migrated to different network
backbones. Note that the improvement over MASF is more obvious with a
deeper network backbone, showing that our proposed algorithm is more beneficial for domain generalization with deeper feature extractors.
4.5

Analysis of Our Method

We conduct extensive analysis of our method. Firstly, we investigate the effectiveness of extrinsic and intrinsic supervision using ResNet-50 backbone on PACS
dataset, and the experimental results are illustrated in Table 4. The Extrinsic
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Fig. 3. The performance of our method under different number of negative samples
K and momentum update coefficient δ.
Table 4. Ablation study on key components of our method with the PACS dataset
(%). The top results are highlighted in bold.
Extrinsic Intrinsic Photo Art painting Cartoon Sketch Average
94.85
81.47
78.61 69.69
81.15
X
97.06
81.97
80.70 76.81
84.14
97.02
85.17
76.35 76.97
83.88
X
X
X
97.11
86.64
81.53 78.07 85.84
Table 5. Comparison of our proposed K-hard negative selector with original random
selector and semi-hard negative selector.
Selector
Random Semi-hard K-hard
Accuracy (%) 65.38
68.08
70.25

supervision indicates that the momentum metric learning is used, while Intrinsic supervision denotes that the auxiliary self-supervision loss is optimized. The
method without these two supervisions is the baseline model, which is the same
with DeepAll results in Table 3. From the results in Table 4, we observe that each
supervision plays an important role in our framework. Specifically, equipping the
extrinsic supervision into the baseline model yields about 2.99% average accuracy
improvement. Meanwhile, we also achieve 2.73% average accuracy improvement
over the baseline model by incorporating intrinsic self-supervision of the images.
By combing extrinsic and intrinsic supervision, performance is further improved
across all settings, indicating these two supervisions are complementary.
We then analyze five key components in our framework, that is a) the number
of different negative samples K in momentum metric learning, b) the effectiveness of momentum update coefficient δ, c) the effectiveness of hard negative
selector, d) the size of memory bank m, and e) time cost. All below comparison
experiments are implemented with AlexNet backbone on the PACS benchmark.
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Table 6. Comparison among different memory bank size.
Memory bank size m 1024 512 256 128
No. of negatives K 256 128 64
32
Accuracy (%)
70.25 68.80 68.24 67.93

a. The number of negative samples K is a key parameter of our designed K-hard
negative selector in momentum metric learning. We investigate the network
performance under different options. We select six K values at different
magnitudes, which are 1, 8, 64, 128, 256, and 512. The Sketch dataset results
are shown in Fig. 3 (a), We can observe that a large number of negative
samples would lead to better results in general and the network generates
the best result with K = 256. However, the performance drops drastically if
we set K = 512, demonstrating that too large K will produce a burden on
the metric distance calculation and make the network difficult to learn.
b. The momentum update coefficient δ is important to control the feature consistency among different batches of embedded features in the memory bank.
We show the accuracy with different momentum coefficient δ in Fig. 3 (b).
It is observed that the network performs well when δ is relatively large, i.e.,
0.999. A small coefficient would degrade the network performance, suggesting that a slow updating MuEncoder is beneficial to the feature consistency.
c. To validate the effectiveness of K-hard negative selector in our proposed
metric learning, we compare our proposed K-hard negative selector with
original random triplet selector and semi-hard negative selector. The Sketch
dataset results are shown in Table 5. Equipped with semi-hard negative
selector, the accuracy improves 2.70%. By selecting more negative pairs from
the memory bank, we obtain the accuracy of 70.25%, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the proposed K-hard negative selector.
d. The size of memory bank m can be adjusted according to different tasks.
Here, we show the results of four different settings with the number of negatives changing as well in Table 6. In general, our method is able to generate
better results with a large memory bank size and negative samples. However, a too large memory bank will increase the burden to calculate the
pair-wise distance in triplet loss. Therefore, we need to balance the accuracy
and computation burden.
e. Apart from the performance improvement over other methods, our method
has much lower computation cost. Under the same server setting (one TITAN
XP GPU) and AlexNet backbone, our method only takes 1.5 hours to train
the network on PACS dataset, while the total training time of the state-ofthe-art MASF is about 17 hours. Therefore, our method could save more
than 91% time cost on training phase.
We also employ t-SNE [30] to analyze the feature level discrimination of our
method and the visualization results are shown in Fig. 4. Compared with the
feature extracted from the ImageNet pre-trained network, the distance between
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(a) ImageNet weight

(b) Our method

Fig. 4. t-SNE visualization on one target domain to show the discrimination of the
network. (a) is the feature embedding extracted from the IMAGENET pre-trained
network. (b) shows the feature embedding distributions extracted from our EISNet.

different class clusters in our method becomes evident, indicating that equipped
with our proposed extrinsic and intrinsic supervision, the model is able to learn
more discriminative features among different object categories regardless domains.

5

Conclusions

We have presented a multi-task learning paradigm to learn how to generalize
across domains for domain generalization. The main idea is to learn a feature
embedding simultaneously from the extrinsic relationship of different images
and the intrinsic self-supervised constraint within the single image. We design
an effective and efficient momentum metric learning module to facilitate compact feature learning. Extensive experimental results on two public benchmark
datasets demonstrate that our proposed method is able to learn discriminative
yet transferable feature, which lead to state-of-the-art performance for domain
generalization. Moreover, our proposed framework is flexible and can be migrated to various network backbones.
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